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DXT

QUESTIONS? CHAT LIVE ONLINE.
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THE MOST FULLY FEATURED
V-PLOW ON THE PLANET

STEEL 8'2", 9'2", 10'
POLY 8'2", 9'2"

STAINLESS 8'2", 9'2"

The durable, fully featured BOSS DXTs are the ultimate 
tools to fight all things snow and ice. Dual-trip design 
enhances plow protection when striking obstacles in 
any position and optional Hardox® cutting edges offer 
extended wear resistance. Flared wings with an enhanced 
curl throw snow with maximum efficiency and the DXT’s 
multi-position plow blade can quickly and easily switch 
positions to move large amounts of snow. The smooth 
running DXT is state of the art for plowing protection and 
performance.  

S TA N DA R D  F E AT U R E S :

   Patented Dual-Trip Design for enhanced plow protection when 
striking hidden obstacles in any position.

   SmartLight™ 3 uses 100% LED lights with an 8-10 year life  
expectancy and Ice Shield Technology™ to prevent snow and ice 
build-up.

   Chainless Hydraulic Cylinder Lifting System greatly reduces    
bounce during transport and provides full float capability.

   ½" x 6" Long-Lasting, Durable Base Angle to provide extended       
wear resistance and comes with built-in curb guards and patented 
snow catcher.

   Flared Wings with enhanced curl to throw snow with maximum 
efficiency. 

   Patented Snow Catcher in the center section is designed to catch   
snow at the plow’s pivot point, so no snow lines are left behind.

   Reinforced Moldboard increases blade rigidity for increased durability.

   Heavy-Duty Push Frame and Center Section for additional strength       
and reliability.

   High-Performance Hydraulic Package delivers reliability and speed.

   Enclosed Hydraulics protects against corrosion and hydraulic freeze-up.

   SmartLock® Cylinders keep blade straight when backdragging.

   Two-Year Limited Warranty protects against material defects for        
peace of mind.

Patented Dual-Trip Design combines Trip-Edge and Full Moldboard Trip 
technologies on every DXT plow for protection from obstacles in any 
position, high or low.

The patented and proven snow catcher in the center of every BOSS V-plow 
is specifically designed to catch snow at the plow’s pivot point, so no snow 
lines are left behind.

Optional cutting edge made with Hardox® wear 
plate guarantees outstanding resistance to impact 
while delivering maximum service life and enhanced 
productivity.

9'2" Stainless Steel DXT

9'2" Steel DXT

9'2" Poly DXT

EXCLUSIVE CORROSION-RESISTANT PAINT FINISH

STANDARD 
FEATURES: with

Ice Shield Technology ™


